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The customer is a leading American 
multinational corporation in 
pharmaceuticals, health care, medical 
devices and packaged consumer goods 
industries. Founded in 1886, they serve 
175 countries with business operations 
in 65 countries. They have over 
130,000 employees globally and own 
multiple market leading brands under 
its banner.

ABOUT THE CUSTOMER

For a market leading enterprise with a
substantial operation and global
presence, it is imperative to have a robust
and resilient IT system in place. Any
disruption cannot be afforded. Hence,
enterprises need to ensure their IT
operations are always up and running.
The solution for this is using technologies
such as AI/ML which are future-proof to
ensure the IT operations that supports the
various business processes and numerous
critical business applications, run like a
well-oiled machine.

BUSINESS  CONTEXT

The customer had envisioned a futuristic business 
operation by moving ahead from pocket automations to a 
centralized automation platform. The four pillars of this 
platform were defined as:

• Resilience in business operations 
• Zero touch AMS Operations
• Health Check and Predictive Analytics
• Problem Management

The purpose was to build intelligent automation platform 
that would reduce operations cost through 
transformation of manual and reactive operations to 
autonomous and proactive operations. Certain 
characteristics such as, intelligent automation, analytics, 
MTTR improvement, regulated inbound integrations and 
so on were defined.

THE OPPORTUNITY
Digital transformation exercise for the organization

Transforming IT 
Operations

For a leading Life Science and Healthcare company



KEY VALUES DELIVERED

• Early detection of data sync issues across 
geographies to give enough time for fixing

• Elimination of P1

The customer had an Emergency Medical 
Services (EMS) system across three 
geographies (USA, EMEA, APAC) with three 
instances running in parallel and gathering 
this EMS data. Collecting and analyzing data 
manually from three sources was proving to 
be a challenge, resulting in severe data-sync 
issues among the three instances causing 
Priority-1 incidents.

PROBLEM 

The team identified relevant points of failures 
that were responsible for these Priority-1 
incidents. ignio AIOps performed health checks 
on these failure points twice a day, thus ensuring 
availability and correctness of data across all 
three instances.
This ensured completion of data-processing on
time and eliminated the data synchronization 
issues for the customer.

THE SOLUTION

KEY VALUES DELIVERED

• Validation for content management system
• Improved website availability
• Reduced firefighting for IT operations team

The customer operates over 700 websites for its 
enterprise across geographies. They were facing 
frequent downtime. Being unable to identify the root 
cause quickly, resulting in long queues of incidents 
about non-availability of the website. Hence there were 
substantial delays in getting the website live again.
The customer’s IT operations was constantly firefighting 
with the overload of website incident tickets.

PROBLEM 

ignio AIOps leveraged its text mining and clustering
features to analyze 17,000 incidents over nine 
months of historical data and was then able to 
identify a pattern of the faults.

The customer’s IT operations team was then able to 
quickly resolve incidents with the handy information 
of the underlying root cause through ignio and 
ensure maximum uptime of all websites.

THE SOLUTION

Next-Generation 
EMS Operations

Website 
Availability Challenges01 02



KEY VALUES DELIVERED

Shift from traditional manual approach to data 
analytics driven approach

The customer had embarked on a Digital 
transformation journey. However, given the large 
variety of events across a wide-variety of 
components, it often becomes difficult to 
prioritize the tasks for automation. The 
traditional way of finding heavy-hitters purely 
based on volume are often not effective to 
identify and prioritize the automation 
opportunities. There was abundance of data and 
scope for transformation. Hence, the customer 
was seeking an efficient strategy to proceed.

OPPORTUNITY 

ignio AIOps analyzed the historical data of 
more than 10,000 incidents over six months. 
ignio used its profiling features to extract CI 
and issue details and characterize events 
based on various properties such as volume, 
persistence, recency, duration, and severity. 
Problem signatures of these events are 
derived by mining temporal patterns, and 
inter-event correlations. This analysis is used 
to derive effective candidates for automation 
and plan a strategy for systematic automation.

THE SOLUTION

KEY VALUES DELIVERED

• Reliability and resilience in medical devices 
dispatch process

• Resource and License optimization 

The customer has over 1000 internal applications, 
platforms and websites combined. Various access 
requests are raised by users which were managed by 
individual teams. This resulted in lack of sync within 
the teams which hampered the resolution time and 
grant of access. 
The teams also had to manually check and revoke 
accesses for unauthorized/idle users. Hence there 
was a need for efficient user provisioning and 
license management.

PROBLEM 

ignio AIOps fully automated the access management 
process by integrating with ITSM, email, and multiple 
other customer tools and systems. ignio’s License 
Optimization capability enabled quick and efficient 
access grant and revoke, thus reducing costs of 
additional unused licenses.

THE SOLUTION

Proactive 
Problem Management

Zero Touch 
Access Management03 04

ignio Benefits

Ticket reduction from 
manual queue 2000+

@igniobydigitate https://digitate.com


